MPI NL takes a seriously funny
look at artificial intelligence
BBT Online on the Global Meeting Industry Day
The Global Meeting Industry Day was upon us once more on April 4th last month,
and with it came hundreds of happenings worldwide. One of them was an event
held by MPI The Netherlands in Hilversum, focused on the added value of artificial
intelligence to the MICE industry: from robots responding to meeting requests to the
benefits of algorithms. Monica Rijpma attended the event for us, and came back with
the following story.
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A

ll is well with the Netherlands Chapter of Meeting
Professionals International (MPI NL). MPI is the
worldwide association for professionals in the meeting
industry, with 60.000 associated and close to 18.000
active members.
In February, MPI NL hosted the annual European
Meetings and Events Conference (EMEC). If you missed
it, read the report Joris Eyck wrote for the March edition
of Take5 here.
Marjolein Blok of the MPI NL board tells me that
hosting EMEC in The Hague has brought new life
and new members to the Dutch chapter. The mission
statement of MPI NL consists of three main pillars:
sharing knowledge, creating a community and being a
strong industry voice.
Hence, on April 4th I headed to the Institute for Sound
and Vision (The “het instituut voor Geluid en Beeld”) in
media town Hilversum to assist at one of seven MPI NL
events. All three pillars were well provided for: 1. five
students from the MPI Next-Gen Project presented an
elevator pitch in order to obtain an exciting internship
in the MICE industry. 2. Today’s speakers were

experts in their field. 3. During the breaks fun games
led to good conversation and there were drinks and
‘bitterballs’ to enjoy at the closing network cocktail.
Global Meeting Industry Day
April 4th is Global Meeting Industry Day and the
event in Hilversum is one of hundreds of happenings
worldwide –MPI Belgium for example, honoured the
day with a network meeting in Brussels at the Hilton. In
Hilversum the participants were welcomed to the first
session by MPI NL Executive Director Gijs Verbeek and
moderator Kjell Lutz, from one of the strategic MPI NL
partners (www.dagvoorzitter.nl). They inform us that
the global meeting industry is responsible for an annual
turnover of 2.5 trillion dollars. To give a measure to
that figure, just compare it to the US annual GDP of
around 19 trillion. The meeting industry is a major
economic driving force and yet it is an industry
without a strong lobby. Partly for this reason GMID
was initiated 4 years ago in the US to spread more
advocacy.
Ai, ai, ai! What’s next?
I thought there would be little common ground
between the subject of artificial intelligence (AI)

and the Meeting Industry, which is all about human
interaction. The first speaker set me straight. Mark
Struik, commercial director of Postillion Hotels has
been involved in the company’s mission to improve the
average response time to meeting requests. Emails
arrive in multitudes at the central reservation office
and human response time to the 10.000 mails per
month can be faulty. Mark spoke of clients instead of
guests and explained why: “Postillion is putting the
last hands to the creation of their first AI employee
whose name is Michiel. Robot Michiel is available
24/7, all year round and responds in a nanosecond to
meeting requests. Because these requests are made
in the period well before the actual guest arrives at the
hotel, we speak of clients rather than guests”. Mark
explained that these clients are the meeting planners
who require first and foremost a quick response.
With the aid of algorithms, translated into computer
recognition of certain parameters (labels) Michael
breaks down what is the essence of a typical meeting
request. He is tireless in responding quickly and
efficiently to these requests and of course, never
forgets to upsell that extra coffee break. A date, the
number of participants, a location, a contact name and
email address, coffee breaks, need for overnight stay or
not; these are examples of the labels that Michiel has

learned to recognise and put in logical order at inhuman
speed. This leaves the human to attend to the real
important thing, delivering sincere hospitality, rather
than being tied up in paperwork and quotes.
During the first coffee break, Mark’s presentation led
to a lively discussion between meeting professionals,
speakers and students. Everyone agreed that speed of
response to an RFP is important. Mark demonstrated
that thanks to the use of artificial intelligence,
robot Michiel is able to send a reply so quick and so
accurate that the company has decided to build in a
half hour delivery delay. This is because the industry
professionals who were involved in initial tests,
thought the super-speed of response somehow didn’t
feel right.
Al Gore and augmented intelligence
The second speaker was tech-entrepreneur Jim Stolze,
instigator of Tedx in Holland and CEO of Aigency, the
world’s first employment agency for bots, algorithms
and other intelligent agents. Jim is also the author
of the book, Algoritmisering, wen er maar aan
(Algorithmening, get used to it).
Jim’s first endearing feature was the simplicity he
brings to his speech – He took all the participants
through a speed-date with his National AI Course,

which is free and accessible to anyone. You can
complete it in 4 to 5 hours online at www.ai-cursus.nl.
(in Dutch). Upon completion you can download a free
certificate.
Using examples like the recipe for an omelette Jim
explained algorithms in easy to understand language
– data (labels) in this process are the egg, the pan, the
salt and pepper, the heat. The recipe i.e. the order in
which to use the data for the desired result, constitutes
the algorithm. By the way algore- rhythm is not
named after Al Gore but after the 9th century Persian
mathematician Al-Khwarizmi. This brings me to the
second element that made the presentation relatively
light-hearted, which was a good dose of humour.
Via the question of whether your company needs to
digitize we learned that digitizing is so outdated. It
is about data collection only. What algorithm does is
divide quantities of data in layers and categories for
processing order – first things first. By collecting vast
amounts of data and experience about the sequence
in which the data is to be put, the computer spits out
answers about how to solve a specific problem. At
the next levels which go beyond my understanding,
computers or robots ‘learn’ to draw logical or

sequential conclusions about what might be the
answer to a question you may not even know yet. For
example what song you are going to like next (Example
Spotify, Amazon, Netflix). The difference between
digitalising and algorithm is the difference between
video’s being turned into DVD’s (digitizing) and Netflix
(streaming). What is mentioned casually is that by
collecting the data of what you stream, it becomes
easy to predict what you will want to see next. It’s the
Amazon phrase; “customers who bought this also liked
this.”
Back to the heart of it
In the break between sessions participants were
incited to check out the current exhibition at the
Institute for Sound and Vision. Ironically, the expo was
called serieus grappig (seriously funny). It catalogues
how satire is used to make a point. It gets me thinking
about the ethics of it all. Dutch cabaret and - coming
to think of it - also Belgian comedians, love to use this
kind of humour that borders on the politically incorrect.
It is done in order to criticize or ridicule an idea but
also to raise questions. In order to not worry too much
about implications of the boundaries of the technology
presented here today, I wonder instead, how long it will
take the computer to learn how to make up a joke.

Augmented Intelligence to serve humans
Jim Stolze prefers to speak about augmented
intelligence rather than artificial intelligence. It is
to remain a tool to serve humans. I’m reminded of
an MPI conference two decades ago. The topic was
about the development of apps. Soon, we were told,
there would be no need to develop and possess
expensive tailormade programs for your company –
the introduction of the app would make it cheap for
everyone to ‘lease’ the software.
Then as now, the heart of the matter is a question
about ownership and responsibility. Jim touches on this
in his book. Who gets to own the data and who gets
to choose what to do with it? In other words; who will
make up the recipe for the omelette? Economist and
philosopher Karl Popper quotes science as being the
art of oversimplification, something is right until it is
proven wrong. Loosely connected to this point of view,
he warns elsewhere about the aspect of power. His
vision is that it doesn’t matter who or what you give
power to, provided there is a use-by date i.e. nothing

or no one should have power for too long. Question is;
who gets to confine the power of the algorithms used
for Big Data (and the power following its use) or will
this be like Aladdin’s genie?
Boom Chicago sees the future
The conference was concluded by a performance of
Boom Chicago, the improvised comedy circus troupe
under the leadership of Pep Rosenfeld. More than 25
years have passed since they landed in Amsterdam
to lively up the city with their unique satire. https://
boomchicago.nl . MPI Netherlands was treated to a
preview of their next show called; The future is here
and it’s slightly annoying. Ai, ai, ai - Say nor more, say
no more.
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